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Abstract— Context-awareness has been identified as a key
characteristic for pervasive computing systems. As a variety of
context-aware environments begin to flourish, pervasive appli-
cations shall have to interact different environments well. In
this paper we propose extensions to the Strathclyde Context
Infrastructure that gives context-aware applications the potential
to adapt to unfamiliar environments transparently. We present
a vision of a context discovery technique based on automated
semantic reasoning about context information and services. The
technique will offer higher levels of scalability and of interoper-
ability with new context environments that cannot be achieved
with current methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In [1], the ability for applications to be context-aware is
identified as a key characteristic for pervasive computing.
However, context-aware computing systems are still at an early
stage of research. They are small systems - they perhaps cover
a few rooms at most. They are likely to be developed by a
single research team who work in close collaboration. The
number and variety of context entities may be few. Future
context-aware computing systems can assume none of these
qualities.
As a variety of context-aware environments begin to flour-
ish, pervasive applications shall have to interact with envi-
ronments they have never encountered before that although
may be unfamiliar in appearance, are semantically similar to
environments they have encountered before. In this paper we
propose extensions to the Strathclyde Context Infrastructure
(SCI) [2] that gives context-aware applications the potential
to adapt to these new environments transparently.
In the next section, we go on to look briefly at context and
how it is represented in the SCI. Following this, related work
in open distributed systems is described, before going on to
present our extension to this work to achieve semantic context
trading.
II. CONTEXT, DISCOVERY AND THE STRATHCLYDE
CONTEXT INFRASTRUCTURE
A. Dey describes context-aware computing systems in the
following manner:
“a system is context-aware if it uses context to
provide relevant information and/or services to the
user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task”[3]
Furthermore, he and others [4][5][6][7] identify context
discovery as a key element of the operation of context-aware
applications.
In this paper we present a vision of a context discovery
technique based on automated semantic reasoning about con-
text information and services. The technique will offer higher
levels of scalability and of interoperability with new context
environments that cannot be achieved with current methods.
We also describe how this new approach could be integrated
into the Strathclyde Context Infrastructure (SCI), which is
described next.
For a full description of the SCI, please refer to [2].
Here, only a brief description is given that is sufficient for
understanding the concepts discussed in this paper.
The main element of the SCI is the Range. A Range is
a bounded physical or logical area. Each Range contains a
single Context Server, which manages three types of compo-
nents; Context Entities, Context Utilities and Context Aware
Applications.
The Context Server (CS) is the most important component
of a Range. It manages the other components and provides the
means of communicating with other Ranges in a network.
A Context Entity (CE) is a lightweight software component
for representing an entity within the infrastructure. A CE
maintains a Profile for its entity that contains meta-data
describing the entity. For entities that provide a service, the CE
may also maintain an Advertisement describing the services
that this entity can provide to other entities.
A Context Aware Application (CAA) is an application that
has the ability to pull or be pushed contextual information
to or from the infrastructure. A CAA communicates with the
CS by way of a Query, which is represented as a short XML
document.
The Context Utilities (CU) are a set of specialist services
that help the CS in the management of a Range. These
include a Range Service which is responsible for detecting
the arrival into and departure of entities from a Range, and a
Query Resolver which provides the means to take a high level
query and decompose it into a useful configuration of Context
Entities.
III. SEMANTICALLY ENHANCED COMPONENT TRADING
The ideas for the extensions to the SCI are inspired by pre-
vious work on semantic component trading in open distributed
systems [8].
When using a trader service, such as the CORBA Trader
Service [9], a client requests a service type - a description
of an interface and a set of desired properties - and the trader
returns a set of references to object implementations that match
the interface type and satisfy the set of properties. These object
implementations are referred to as service offers.
Two aspects of this current approach are too limited for
component trading [8]: the interface type definition describes
only the syntactic characteristics of services, and matching of
these types is based solely upon a syntactically defined notion
of type conformance.
Semantically enhanced component trading [8] overcomes
these limitations by augmenting component type descriptions
with specifications of required interfaces and a behavioural
specification of the component itself. Using this additional
information, the resulting set of component offers is improved
in the following two ways. First, the precision of the result
is increased as we have stronger assurances that what we
receive is what we asked for. Secondly, a rich set of semantic
relationships is constructed that is exploited by the trader by
substituting compatible types, which may be obtained through
component composition. This greatly increases the level of
recall in the result.
IV. SEMANTICALLY ENHANCED CONTEXT TRADING
For the SCI, we wish to have models for context that
abstract away from the details of individual sensors and sensor
types. This would allow contextualised services to utilise
context information from a large variety of sensors of differing
types [6]. To achieve this however, we must address the issues
of how an application will locate the appropriate set of sensors
in its operating environment, and how the application can
compose different sensors to produce the required context
information.
Current research into these issues is inspired by ideas from
distributed systems research (see [3] for example) and focus
on common basic mechanisms like naming, directory services
or simple trading services. We wish to harness the power of
semantic component trading in tackling these issues in context-
aware computing systems.
It is easy to imagine a context entity as a software compo-
nent. In fact, we could consider the problem of discovering and
composing the appropriate context entities to be a special case
of the more general problem of discovering and composing
components in software engineering [10]. This allows us to
apply the semantic component trader concepts directly.
Currently in the SCI, context information is represented as
a configuration of context entities. What we hope to achieve
is to be able to express requests for context information at
an abstract level, that is, in terms of basic context elements
and context operators instead of concrete context entities and
configurations. Basic context elements would be an abstrac-
tion of context entities, and context operators structures for
composition of basic context elements to build higher-level
contexts.
With requests formed in this way, the semantic context
trader can then search for compatible basic elements and
operators and form all equivalent context expressions. Then
after examining the set of available context entity offers,
determine which equivalent context expressions can be in-
stantiated. These instantiations would then be passed to a
context composition mechanism to construct the resulting set
of configurations.
In this way, a context-aware application can move from
one range to another and have the query resolver deliver
configurations formed from context entities from the new
range dynamically and at the greater levels of precision and
recall the semantic trader offers.
After experimenting with this modified architecture we hope
to be able to identify an appropriate set of basic context
elements that deliver the required context information, and a
satisfactory set of context operators.
V. SUMMARY
We have presented our ideas for a technique for trading in
context-aware computing systems. We described an approach
to combat the problems of scalability and interoperability that
open distributed systems suffer from. Fortunately, we are in
a position that we do not need to wait for context-aware
computing to reach the necessary level of maturity to hit this
‘semantic barrier’; here, we can tackle this problem at its
inception.
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